
Oliver Harth becomes member  
of the Supervisory Board  
of Profidata Group

Urdorf, 6 August 2018

The general assembly of Profidata Group AG, a Swiss FinTech provider, 
elects Oliver Harth as a member of the Supervisory Board.

Oliver Harth, Economist VWA and Investment Analyst DVFA/CEFA, has been elected 
by the annual general assembly of Profidata Group AG as a new member of the 
Supervisory Board for the term of office of two years, effective as of 1st August 
2018. 

Highly regarded and well connected in the financial services industry, Oliver is 
very familiar with the industry’s requirements from both, a business, and a tech-
nical perspective. He started his career at Dresdner Bank and subsequently held  
management positions at Universal-Investment-Gesellschaft mbH in Frankfurt/
Main for over 25 years, 15 years thereof in the position of a COO. He significantly  
drove the transformation of this capital management company from a niche posi-
tion to the leading German master capital management company. In addition,  
Oliver Harth was a member of the Supervisory and Advisory Boards of MASTER- 
INVEST Kapitalanlage GmbH and Deutsche Performancemessungsgesellschaft für 
Wertpapierportfolios mbH, and was further actively involved in various committees 
of the BVI Bundesverband Investment und Asset Management e.V.

As a holding company, Profidata Group comprises several subsidiaries which are  
governed by one management and business policy. These group companies collec-
tively market their software solutions and services for the investment and wealth 
management sectors. Clients of the group include asset and investment manag-
ers, fund management and insurance companies, banks, pension funds, and family 
offices.

Christian Widmer, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Profidata Group, is pleased 
with this reinforcement: ‘With his comprehensive knowledge of the market and 
his deep insight into the complex business of our clients, Oliver Harth will be able 
to support Profidata Group from a technical as well as a strategic perspective in 
expanding our market position. We look forward to working with Oliver as a new 
member of the Supervisory Board.’

Profidata Group
Profidata Group is a Swiss provider 
of investment and wealth manage-
ment software solutions and services 
for the financial industry, founded  
in 1985. Its headquarters are located 
in Zurich. The company has subsid-
iaries and representative offices in 
Frankfurt/Main, Saarbrücken, Luxem- 
bourg, London and Singapore.
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